Telling
Tales in
RE?
How does
narrative inspire
religion?
How can it
inspire RE?

My Story: the plastic identity of the
postmodern self?
• What is the self? Not so long ago, the idea of a fixed self,
with, for example, a fixed IQ and a destiny determined by
our genetics, origins and family influences might have
seemed the dominant way of thinking about identity in the
‘West’. A fixed and firm kind of thing.
• But increasingly the disciplines of psychology, sociology and
philosophy draw attention to the fallacies of this view of the
‘almighty individual’. Instead, it seems that our idea of the
self in our modern world is more like a soft plastic, endlessly
reshaped by experience and influence, different from day to
day in in relation to one person or another, never fixed,
always floating, fluid and rather uncertainly related to ideas
like ‘personality’ or ‘character’ let alone ‘destiny’.
• So then my identity is only my memories and my
relationships. Is telling – or living - my story the only road to
find meaning in my life?

ii

The Bible
The Big Story

The concept of
sacrifice: in worship
and narrative
theology

Where is God?
 What happens when milk is churned? How is butter made?
 Can you put the message of the story into one sentence?
 Why did the Sikh bother with the milk? Could he not have just told the
King how to find God?
 Write down what you think the king thought about when he saw the
butter
 What would it mean to churn up your life? Is it sometimes good when
things are all moved around and changed, like churning?
 What do you think? Is it possible that people find God in serving others
and chanting scripture?
 What might happen in the next chapter of this story? Write it for
yourself.
Nice video version here:
• https://www.sikhnet.com/stories/audio/wiseman-and-bowl-milk

The quiz
1. Which religion is the second biggest in the world? Islam.
2. How old is Amina? 11.
3. What is the Muslim holy book called? The Qur’an.
4. Who did the angel speak to, to give the words of the Qur’an?
Prophet Muhammad.
5. What made the ants notice that there was a fire? Smoke and
heat.
6. What did the Prophet’s companions use water for? To put out
the fire.
7. Where was the Prophet walking when he heard the crying
camel? In the garden.
8. What did the Prophet say was our duty? To care for creatures
as much as we care for people.
9. What is Amina’s brother called? Raheem.
10. What birdsong did you hear right at the end? An owl hooting.

This is one of ten from the BBC: search for the stories as Religions of the world
BBC KS1. Full notes and learning ideas for NATRE members
Learning idea 1: How can we be kind to animals?
Ask the class to notice that the Prophet was kind to animals. Can they make a list
of different animals, and different ways to be kind to them? You could use plastic
animals to show different examples. Teach them that Muslims believe Allah
made the whole world and all the creatures in the world, so caring for animals
pleases Allah.
Ask children to draw their favourite animal and colour it beautifully. Can they
choose three words to say how we can care for this animal? Can they write the
words onto their picture? E.g. food, water, stroking, safety, gentleness, kindness,
taking for a walk, cleaning out their house, never being cruel …’
Arrange the class’ pictures in a wall display, called: ‘Animals we love: how we
show we care’.
Learning idea 2: Following the Prophet’s example of kindness
Discuss some examples of unkind treatments of animals. Is it unkind to make
animals do performances? To make animals chase or fight with each other? Are
children sometimes unkind to animals by mistake? The class will have some
stories!
You could show a clip from 101 Dalmatians: Cruella DeVille is very scary, and

Salvation happens in Narnia when Aslan
comes back to life and all of the white
witch’s powers are gone and Narnia is free
from her
Salvation means when death or evil is
beaten
In Harry Potter, Harry achieves salvation for
the other wizards because he overcomes
death when he is resurrected and this
defeats the evil of Voldemort. The text says
that Voldemort’s spells don’t work anymore
and Harry is the master of death
Salvation means that because of a
resurrection, people are saved from evil and
can overcome death, for example in Harry
Potter when he sacrifices himself for his
friends but then this saves everyone from
Voldemort.

Why did God…?
• As the children worked in the Forest on scenes for the Adam and Eve
narrative, the sense of teamwork increased as did their understanding
of what they were doing. While creating the serpent from as many
leaves as they could carry, one child said ‘What I don’t understand is if
God always forgives us, why did He punish Adam and Eve by banishing
them from the garden?’ to which the reply came, ‘Yes but, He only
forgives us if He knows we are sorry. And anyway, if we didn’t sin, we
would never learn from our mistakes and God knows that.’
• Another child, while fashioning Eve out of sticks, said to his partner,
‘Just think, if Eve had done as she was told, there would be no sin in
the world now. Nobody would have known there was good and evil.’
• Ask more-able children to take it one step further by representing not
only what happened in the story but how the relationship between
God and Adam and Eve changed. Provoke a deeper level.

Does God have a
favourite animal, do
you think? What
might it be and
why?

A Christian view: Narrative theology: what’s that?
• Narrative theologies originate in Christianity, but the concept
may apply to many religions and worldviews. Narrative
theologians in Christian communities seek to interpret the
Bible with narrative rather than by focusing on beliefs
deduced from the Bible. A key goal of narrative theology is
expressed as learning from and relating to God as the hero of
a grand story, rather than learning rules, principles or facts
about God.
• Within the story of God and the people of God, readers /
followers may find their own place. Looking at the Bible
through the lens of narrative could encourage the idea that
God is a person, and the Bible is His story. Looking at the Bible
from a narrative theology perspective might open up its
stories and ideas in fruitful and creative ways for any reader.
• Narrative theologies of other religions are available: it can
easily be argued that Judaism – not so much a religion of
beliefs - has given high priority to narrative and ‘the story of
the Almighty’ for several millennia before the Christians
picked up the idea

My Story: the plastic identity of the
postmodern self?
• What is the self? Not so long ago, the idea of a fixed self,
with, for example, a fixed IQ and a destiny determined by
our genetics, origins and family influences might have
seemed the dominant way of thinking about identity in the
‘West’. A fixed and firm kind of thing.
• But increasingly the disciplines of psychology, sociology and
philosophy draw attention to the fallacies of this view of the
‘almighty individual’. Instead, it seems that our idea of the
self in our modern world is more like a soft plastic, endlessly
reshaped by experience and influence, different from day to
day in in relation to one person or another, never fixed,
always floating, fluid and rather uncertainly related to ideas
like ‘personality’ or ‘character’ let alone ‘destiny’.
• So then my identity is only my memories and my
relationships. Is telling – or living - my story the only road to
find meaning in my life?

Narrative theologies? Personal stories?
•
•
•
•

Sacrifice – the concept in the Bible
Looking for God with the Sikh Gurus
Islam and animals: story for 4-7s
Harry Potter: the greatest stories of our
generation? Three Bible quotes…
• The Fall in Christian understanding – and a
hundred other Forest School / Outdoor
learning stimuli

